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ABSTRACT

This document is a synthesis of the literature on the

selection of public school teachers and admih:3trators. The

emphasis is on implications of research for practitioners--

namely, the hiring officials in school system's.

Most school districts have no established policy for the

selection of school teachers or administrators. Upon reviewing

the literature in this area, one must conclude that educators

could learn much from business and industry where the importance

of the executive selection process is recognized and extensive,

systematic selection programs 'are more frequently used.

There7are Many information sources which are used in the

selection.process (e.g., interviews, academic credentials,'per-

sonal references, recommendations of student teacher suoervisors

or previous employers, and various tests or inventories). The per-

,

sonal interview is the information-gathering techniaue most util-

ized, and it is likely chat the interview will remain the most im-

poy:tant selectinn procedure. Interestingly-enough, seldom..do

the hiring officials in the schools have any training in interview

techniques. One of the major problems in the evaluation of teacher/

administrator candidates has to do with the nuality of the measure-

ment devices. Research has shown that interviews can be made more

objective and reliable by the use of predetermined interview formats

and rating schemes. Certainly,the interview should serve as more

than a FIrmality intended to lead to a "gut-1evel," global impression

of a candidate. Other sources of informatioQ are important also.
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Where possible, objectivity in measurement is desirable; hOwever,

subjective evaluations of candidates are also necessary. Pifferent

kinds of information, measured by different techniques, are pre-

dictive of different "components" of success in teaching or adminis-
,

tration. Reliability of candidate ratings .can also be enhanced by

the involvement of several people in the selection Proce41 A

teacher or administrator is not hired to work in isolation, but

rather to work cooperatively with various groups. Thus, input from
\

various administrators, tedthers, parents,and even outside coniul-
.

tants would be of use to those making hiring decisions.

For the selection of teachers, the mos,t widely used and valued

selection criteria are student teaching performance, comilunication .

skills, various personality traits, academic credentials and physical

appearance. The first th'ree are reasonably good Predictors of as-

pects of later teaching success. Research has not shown the fourth,

academic credentials, to be highl correlated with teacher ratings;

however, the samples which must be used in these studies can only

consist of individuals who have successfully completed a teacher

education program and been hired as teachers. Since academic cre-
.

dentials ,Ire an important prereauisite, they are a principle basis

for selection, and so the samples are homdgeneous with resoect to

academic qualifications. This tends to mask the relationship between

previous academic performance and teaching performance which most

likely exists. Selected teachers are probably not as homogeneous

with respect to the other (nonacademic) predictor variables. There

is no evidence of a relationship between appearance and teaching success.

Other factors sometimes considered in the selection process but which do



not appear to be good predictors of on-the-job Perfoemance are

IQ, participation in general professional education courses,

scores on National Teachers Examinations and philosoph.rof edu-

cation. One must remember that new teachers have probably not

been involved in the educatiOn profession long enough to have

developed their own clear philosophies of education. Ti4re are

probably even many teaching skills which they should not be ex-

pected to ha-ve mastered. There is considerable research evidence

suggesting there is substantial "teacher growth" during the first

few years in-the profession.

The-lists'of criteria used for selecting school administrators

are not unlike those used for selPcting teachers. The research

iliterature does, however, single out leadership potenal and evi-

dence of various related skills (e.g., group, communica ion, com-

munity relations skills) as being especially important for'adminis-

trators. One's philosophy of education appears to be a more im-

portant consideration in selecting an administrator than it is in

teacher selection. Factors which are continually used in administra-

tor selection, but which are apparently irrelevant in terms of pre-

dicting administrator performance, are sex,age, marital status and

length of teaching experience. (It is importabt that administrators

have some teaching. expeilence, but more, than four or five years of

teaching ie unnecessary.) Unfortpnately, theee is very definitely a

"political" aspect to the,administrator selection Process as well.

There is overwhelming evidence that the effectiveness of

different selection criteria depends largely on the oature or'the

local "environment" (i.e., the school, the district or the local
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community). -Certain criteria seem to work ig one instance, but

not in another. Thus, the expectation that a common set of pro-

cedures and criteria will work-in all situations is unreasonable.

Selection-criteria matt.be.established at the local district

even school level. They must be tailored to the unique goals,

values, philosophies and needs of each district or school. This

'is not to say that a new principal, for example, must have the

exact same values and philosophies as those that have predominated

in.a particular system for years. In fact, the degree to which a

candidate is an innovator and offers a new perspective is an impor-

tant thing for hiring officials to consider in light of the changing

needs and goals of their systems. Of course, selection criteria for

both teaching and administrative positions would be much more effi-

cient if they were tailored to the specific vacancies as well.

The research on equity in teacher/administrator selection is

wimarily status research which indicates that women and minorities

tend to be underrepresented--especially in administrative positions.

The majority of the recommendations for alleviating this problem

are fairly obvious and easily summarized: (1) recognize the problem,

(2) take action by actively recruiting members of the underrepre-

sented groups.

General Recommendations

The following recommendations \emerge from the review of the

literature on teacher/administrator selection:

1. Develop a systematic program of selection. The hiring of
a teacher pr adminiqratjr is an important investment.

^
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2. Actively recruit if necessary. The job market is tight,

and even the most capable candidates would be receptive.

For example, asking someone at a Uacher education insti-

.tution-the names of the most promisiiiy graduates could do

no harm.,

3. Use research. Findings summarized in this report and ln

the original documents could be useful in-establishing

procedures and criteria.

4. Involve several people in both the development of the

program and the evaluation of candidates. Several People

will have to work with a new teacher oji administrator--

they should have some input in the selection process.

Consultants, perhaps from teacher education institutions,

may be of some service. 4.

5. Use a variety of information-gathering methods and selec-

tion criteria. Different methods are appropriate for

different kinds of information, and different criteria

relate to different components of on-the-job performance.

6. Establish selection criteria locally--at the-di-Wtct or.

even school :level. For some criteria, this may require

some simple, but on-going local research.

7. Tailor selection criteria to specific vacancies.

8. There is no shortage Of candidates, and therefore no reason

to hire someone without superior academic credentials. One

strategy might.be to screen candidates initially based on

academic criteria. Personal and Professional qualities of

the more promising candidates may be assessed in later stages.

(Keep in mind, some qualities 6ay be developed after a teacher

has tAught for-awhile.)

9. Do not underestimate the importance of either objectively

or subjectively gathered information on candidates. How-'

ever, it it advisable to increase objectivity where appro-

priate. For example, interview guides and rating forms

and standard forms for recommendations can be helpful.

10. Many of the criteria valued by educatou ape difficult to

measure. The interview remains an imporhnt meant- of

evaluating eandidates. Extensive, planned interviews can

accomplish far more than superficial interviews which may

be mere formalities. Personal contact with supervisors

of "finalists" may provide far more information than student

teacher evaluation forms.

11. Give candidates as' much information as Possible about the

position and "environmental factors." Self-selection on

the part of candidates can simplify and improve the selec-

tion process.
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12. The success of selection practices requires continuous
monitoring. 'No matter how good a selection proaram is,
there wilt be some teachers and adminiStrators who do
not "work out." Some losses due to occupational changes
must be.expected, especially amonl young peoole. However,
knowledge of the specific reason5 Persons do not work.out
and the characteristics of those individuals can bemseful
to the improvement of selection cri teria.. ---r

13. Continually Monitor the representation of different groups,
and actively recruit members of thcise groups which are
underrepresented in both teaching and administrative positions.

9



PREFAC'E

T selection of a teacher or school administrator constitutes a

most important decision: The puroose of this document is to Provide

P

the decision makers with a synthesis of he existing knowledge base

pertaininii to 'selection Procedures and criteria.

This review represents the work of one person working.approxi-
-")

mately twenty-five days .searching, Lompiling, reading, organizing, '

writing-and editing. Therefore, it should not be considered all in- /

. .1

clusive of the available literature. Nevertheless, over two hundred

references are cited herein, and together thev.proyide a fairly cm-
. ,

prehensive""picture" of the available.knowledae of'teacher/adminis-

-.

trator selection practices. The literature search Process involved

0

both computer-assisted and manual search of ERIC documents and

dissertation abstracts. The Education Index and the Current Index (

to Journals in Education were also helpft,l, and of course,,'bibliagra-

phies of reports and articles themselves were an invalUable source of

information.

The literature consists of both reports of research findings and

position statements or recommendations of individuals, professional

groups or other agencies.The emphasis in the main sections of tnis

report, with a few exceptions, is on research findings'from the last

ten or fifteen mrs, while the non-research literatare is iricorpor-
e

ated into the summary sections.

Hard decisions regarding the sCope of this 6review had.to be

made. For example, research on teacher/administrator effectiveness



is not summarized in this document. While the studies investigating

the effectiveness of selection procedures and criteria generally

involved measures of on-the-job success, one must assume those

measures reflected someones informed judgment about effectivfmess

in teaching or administration. Analyses of on-the-job effectiveness

constitute another vast domain of Bducation'al research. The names

Good, Brophy, Sykeso Flanders, Berliner, Ryans and-Turner come to*
0 4,,

mind as leaders in that area.

The literature summarized in the last chapter on equity. is

also limited in scope to documents dealing directly with the

selection process or with the status of women and minorities in.ed-

ucation professions. Again, another related area of'research, that

, dealing with the issue of equality of opportunity in education, had'

to be "shortchanged" in this review.

The in'tent of this document is to serve4as a starting_point for

school administrators terested in establishing or imoroying their

selection practices. While t provides no "simple answers," the re-

view contains a ireat deal of information which should be considered

. .

by anyone tasked with the responsibility of selecting teachers-or

other administrators. It is very likely that the reader will want

to refer to some oi tire original documents cited herein:af,he or she

is committed to establishing a vastly -*roved selection,Program.

.?`.1

,
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Introduction

This paper results from the real need of school administrators for

an improved selection process for teacher and administrative positions.

The specific instance that prompted the production of,.this document was

a request from local School officials to a Colorado Board of

Cooperative Educational Services to assist them in sysematizing their

personnel selection procedures, so that their selections would be more

effective.

We thlnk it important, however, that readers understand that this is

not a review,of the literature on how existing systems of selection

ought to be changed or replaced with alternative systems. Rather, Kahl

gives us a description of what atight best be called the "state-of-the-

art" in teacher and administrator selection and, at the same, m , a

look at how the,state-of-the-art can be improved without major

Overnaui. That is, Kahl's ecommendations seek to Make improvements

without recourse to sweepin reforms or high-powered outside

consultants, but with cheap d easy modifications that can be

instituted in most school sy md.

While all of Kahl's findings are true generally, and his suggestions

valid and feasible, there are two distinct areas of concern--although

not so much with the study itself but with the appropriateness of the

application of its findings in particular circumstanOes.

First, the "status quo" the paper describes varies sharply from the

unique situations of numerous rural and small schools. ('See the

attached remarks of Paul Nachtigal, Director of McREL's Rural Schools

Project.) Especially in this region, with its significant numbers of
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rural and small schools, this raises an entirely different set of

issues, or at least creates a different perspective on those same

issues that the paper discusses.

Similarly, the situation of women and minorities within the teacher

and administrator selection process -- the topic of this paper's third

chapter -- must be viewed from a different perspective. Women and

minorities, as the studies and statistics Kahl cites amply demonstrate,

have a special problem: they tor: often do not get through the selection

"system," and for very different. rcasons that white male candidatet do

or do not get thro4h that same "system."

Kahl faces the situation squarely, noting the patterns of hiring

underrepresentation for women and blacks. He also notes that other

minorities and the handicapped have been "virtually ignored" in the

literature on this topic. He makes the point that women are sometimes

at an even greater disadvantage than Blacks, that women and blacks

typically have more qualifications than white males that hold similar

positions, and that "last hira first fired" is still a reality.

Certainly, Kahl's remarks on the issue are cogent, making implications

not only to education, but to society in general.

And he makes recommendations as well, pointing out ways agencies and

institutions can correct inequities in hiring patterns. These

recommendations, as systematic attempts to enforce change, all hinge on

one factor, though, that -7 if present within any institution -- makes

affirmative action plans and coueE-mandated hiring systems redundant:

an administrator at a decisiotimaking level who is committed to equity.

That one administrator, such as the preaident of a college, or the

superintendant of a school district, is capable of "breaking the cycle"-



through the conscious act of recruiting and hiring minorities, thereby

creating an atmosphere conducive to progress in equity. Without that,

,affirmative active and "concerted effort" are little more than the

words "we do not discriminate on the basis of..." prin'ted at the bottom

of a job announcement. It remains true that the educational system's

selection, process still operates on the basis of perseniality, the

who-you,.know-not-what-you-know dystem of attitudes that created the

prevailing inequity in the first place.

David F. Trujillo

Director of Publications

McREL

A



"Selection of Teachers and School AeAinistrators" -- some comments re

the Small School.

Kahl's paper seems to confirm the observation of our [the

Educational Commission of the States] rural edut:ation improvement study

concerning the fact that education tends to be perceived as a generic

enterprise. In dfily two of the studies cited is there a recognition

that the issues of teacher/administrator selection may be different in

small rural schools. (Halgrer(1968, and Culhane 1964)

"Culhana,for-example, concluded that in large schooi distriCts
' more impoitatiCe is_assigned to criteria which are ,oriented inward
toward the values oiliBIessional education, while in small
districts more importance is assigned to criteria which are
oriented toward the social systems outside,the school."

The auttior concludes,"Perhaps tile latter is a luxury larger

systems cannot enjoy considering their heterogeneLty". While this is

no doubt true, our findings suggest that ,the tightly knit rural social

structure results in the school and the community operating as one

integrated social system and, therefore, if teacher selection is to be

successful, securing a high degree of match between the values/life

style of the individual and the community is imperative. My guess is

that more teaching/administrator assignments in small communities are

terminated because of one reason or another they do not "fit" the

community than because of professional inadequacies. And since there

is such diversity in rural communities, securing a good fit is not

always easy. In many midwest towns with a strong religious influence,

expectations for social conduct will be narrowly defined and teacher

behavior closely watched. My first job in a small ranching community

in the Colorado Rockies represents the opposite extreme. While being

a



interviewed for the superintendency, I was informed that the last

person to.hold that position was "crun out of town" because he tried to

reform the imbibing habits of the locals. "Sharing the bottle" during'

half time of basketball games with members of the school board was

expected of the superintendent.

Since the quality of educational programs is so people-dependent

in small schools, and since staff turnover continues to plague small

schools, negating the continuity required for quality program, much

more attention needs to be paid to the problems of teacher,
\

\

administrator selection. It is my experience that "locals",,those who

have either grown up in the community or whose values are sufficiently

congruent that they wish to stay, and the "transients" whose values lie

.more with the "profession", e.g. more lPleral/urban, and therefere

sufficiently in conflict with the local social structure to insure

short tenure. Perhaps the primary criteria for selection of sniall

school teachers should be "community fit" and if this results in "

selecting individuals with professional deficiencies, staff development

provisions should be initiated to help overcome,these deficiencies.

-., It has not been too long ago and in fact may still be the

practice in some small communities to have teachers as well as

11Fadministri' s interviewed by *board. Given the short tenure of

#^ I

administrators and their tendencies to be more in tune with the

profession than the local community, this may not be a bad practice.

There may be some things McREL could contribute to the

Problem of teacher selection in small schools.

-



1. Good statistics are needed on teacher turnover by school size

and community type to get a better sense of the problem.

2. A study which would interv a samplirg of short tenure
teachers in rural school alon with a sampling of those who
do atay might be useful in iden ifying the critical factors
of teacher/community match;

3. Assuming this research provides some clues to teacher
selection re teacher/community match, training sessions for
boards and administrators could contribute to the creation of
e more stable teaOhing fOrce.in rural communities.

4. Through this process, McREL might also develop some expertise
in assisting school boards in administrator selection.

Paul Nachtigal
Director, Rural Education Project
McREL



CHAPTER I

TEACHER SELECTION.

The research on teacher selection is divided into two major

categories--procedures and criteria. Selection procedures are the

methods of gathering and using information on prospective teachers

while criteria are the specific items of information gaLhered. The

,

research on both procedures and criteria seems to address two matters

Status studies determine which procedures and criteria are actually

used or valued by different groups. More evaluative studies investi-

gate the relative effectiveness or vedictive qualities of different

practices or criteria.

Because of the volume of material available on teacher/adminis-

trator selectiob, this review will not deal with research on the

selection of college students for teacher education orograms. That

research generally shows that academic credentials are relied on

most heavily and that while per;ormance in teacher education courses

is fairly predictable, performance in student teaching and ultimately

success in teaching are not readily predicted by information used to

screen students fOr teacher education programs (Haberman, 1972;

Ourflinger, 1963; Ulin and Belsky, 1971). Haberman contends that

admission to teacher education programs is a professional decision

and not a student right. Therefore, he suggests that professional

criteria should be used in making this decision instead of just aca-

demic credentials which predict performance as students, not tetchers

More attention should be paid to specific behaviors, v4lues and social-
_

problem orientation.

2 tj
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Since the selection of candidates for teacher education programs

is made by college faculty members and is based primarily on previous

academic performance, it and the selection of teachers by school ad-

ministrators appear to be independent of one another. Actually the

former is largely a self-selection process on the part of students.

Thus, research on that topic will not be reviewed. This does not

mean to say that the selection.of teacher education students and

the selection of teachers shouid be independent. In fact, one of

the implications of the discussion of teacher selection research which

follows is that greater coordination between school administrators and

college or university faculties is required. Obviously, teacher ed-

ucators select the potential teachers from which school administrators

must chooAe.

Selection Procedures

Procedures Used

In a study of teacher recruitment and selection practices in

Alabama, Hovater (1973) collected survey data from 117 public school

systems. Among other things, he concluded that generally (1) written

schoorboard policies and procedures pertaining to teachee selection

did not exist, (2) written job descriptions/specifications were not

used, (3) the interview was the most important factor upon which

setection was based, (4) written examinations were not used and (5)

there no objective evaluation of selection Practices even thbugh

such evaluati nNwas regarded as important.

A-survey of t cher selection techniques in 320 large school sys-

tems (systems with at ièat 12,000 pupils) found selection procedures to
NN

be generally inadequate (S1iNar et al, 1969). Only a quarter of the
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systems prepared job descriptions for vacancies. Less than 13% gave

examinations. In all systems, prospective teachers were interviewed,

but only 30% of the systems trained interviewers eVen though they were

expected to assess as many as thirteen characteristics in a relatively

short period of time. All of the systems asked for references, and

25% sought testimbnials from friends of the applicants, a practice of

questionable value. In only 40% of the systems, were candidates ob-

served in actual teaching situations, And such observations were not

extensive. The authors concluded that selection was based primarily

on academic records, interviews, recommendations and performance eval-

uations (of previous employment or student teaching). Many systems

did use conditional selection which meant that teachers were hired on

wobationary basis at first. In larger systems it appeared that more

screening than selection was being done. In smaller districts, al-

though actual observations were used more, "hunch rejections and

global perusals" were select'ion techniques. "Many'of the techniques

which were used in teacher selection.apparently were dictated more by

expediency than by reasoned and knowledgeable considerations of what

are the best selection procedures."

May and Doerge (1972) identified informational and procedural items

regarded as useful in teacher selection by school administrators in

Louisiana. The following items were considered to be very useful to

essential: application forms, references, certification records, inter-

views, evaluations by former employer, academic records, use of job de-

scriptions or: specifications, involvement of principals and supervisors

and the use of a planned Program of teacher recruitment and selection.

Again the same four information sources emerge as most important--records

22
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or credentials, interviews, references and evaluations.

A 1972 survey of personnel directors in large school systems

(having more than 50,000 students) determioed that four major

measures were used in teacher selection (Deneen et al, 1972). The

measures and their "weilhts" were college grades, 5-30%; practice

WZ.t

teathing, 10-50%; references and recommendations, 10-70%; and the

National Teachers Examination, 5-45%. Acnally the relatively high

weightings of NTE scores were based op a small number of districts

using the examination.

Yantis and Carey (1972) reported that tha personal interview

and student teacher evaluations were considered the most important

information sources by a large sample of superintendents and person-

nel directors in Michigan. Hiring officials in several midwestern

states were in agreement with this finding, ranking the personal

interview and plaCement credentials far above other selection pro-

cedures in importance (Lesher and Wade, 1972). The credentials

those hiring officials considered most important were letters of

references from,coopgrating classroom teachers and college student

teacher supervisors.

Neu (1978) interviewed thirty.elementary principals in the Los

Angeles Unified School. District. She found that the principals want

and do select their own teachers (as oppoted to the district making

administrative assignments). The Personal interview is used by all

principals, and yet principals have had no formal training in selec-

tion or interview techniques. The principals did express that they

would like to have such training. Intuition is the deteinining

factor in a principal's Selection of a teacher. An important obser-



vation of Neu"s is that the principals look for characteristics

in teachers similar to their own, indicating a strong socializing

effec of the school district. The role of attitude congruence in

,
selection is discussed ln a later section.

A general finding in the literature is that established written

policies for the selection of new teachers in a district are all

but nonexistent. A study of seventy-four superintendents and school

board members investigated the reasons for this situation (Morse,

1963). Apparently such written policies are regarded as additional

4 burdens, and administrators fear they will result in inflexibility

with respect to hiring practices.

Relative Effectiveness of Procedures

For a selection procedure to be valuable, it, like a test, must

be both reliable and valid. Reliability refers to consistency between

uses. For example, different users should come un with the same find-

ings with respect to the same teacher candidates, or the same user

should arrive at the same results were he or she to repeat the pro-

cedure. A valid prdtedure accomplishes its purpose. Thus, if a pro:-

cedure generally results in,the selection of effective teachers, it

would be considered valid. This same discussion applies to selection

criteria which arekovered in subsequent sections. Actually the dis-

tinction between procedures and criteria is somewhat arbitrary since

procedures are general ways of measuring criteria. The research re-

ported in this and the previous sections has not dealt with what

specific factors are rated by observers or what questions are asked

-by interviewers or what items of information are included in records

or what specific variables are measured by pshcholoqical inventories.,
\
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These specific factor5,a,nethe-15T6iFTW. In this section, the re-

search on the reliability and validity of general procedures is

reviewed. It should be recognized that particular procedures may

be more appropriate for measuring particular criteria.

Reynolds (1976) conducted a study involving 66 raters (princi-

pals, teachers and university supervisors). Each rater was asked

to rank 24 student teachers in relaticifttohow_the rater globally

perceived subject performance based on a "performance package" con-

sisting of a videotaped lesson by each subject, a videotaped inter-

view and,a resume. The interview data was significantly correlated

with the lesson data and resume information, but the latter two

were not correlated with one another. The author concluded that the

"interview should be retained as the...primary method of hiring pros-

pective teachers as long as global evaluation systems aresused."

Of course, since other procedures may address different factors

\

which are importantthis research suggests that many different

approaches may be used but not independently. In other words, multi-

ple procedures are desirable. Significant correlations were found

be:tween rater groups; thus, it seems that ratings of principals;

teachers and supervisors can be emally as.useful in the hiring process.

Grandgenett (1972) conducted a study in which 10 school personnel

officers were asked to rate 10 teacher candidates on the basis of 15-

minute interviews. The judges were then asked to rate the candidates

again after seeing the candidates in a videotaped teaching demonstra-

tion to determine if the additional information would significantly

change the initial ratings. It did not. However, the author noted

that the lack of agreement among ttl judges for both ratings could

have masked any effect due to the videotape. This study is cited be=.

9
ti



1//use it calls, attention to the measurement prAlem characteristic

.in much of the research on the effectiveness of teacHer sel'ection

procedures and criteria.

Another study compared the results of these selection proced-

ures: (1) traditional methods (interview and review ofccredentials),

'.(2):traditional methods plus live observation of teaching performance

'and (3) traditional methods nlus observation of teaching via videotape

(Stone, 1972). It was found that-the live observation and the inter-

view had significant effects on suitability dectsions' while the
,t

videotape observations did not. The live observation had a greater

effect than the interview in this study.

In another study which suffered from A lack of agreement of

raters using etther of two procedures being inyestigated, the two

approaches resulted in very different rankings of five,teachers by

twelve school administrators (Browne., 1971). Both methods involved

the:review of,credential informatioh; however*..; one,also required an

'interview while the other utilized videotape observation. Had there

been greater interrater reliability, the finding of different rank-

ings would.not necess'arily be a problem. It might merely indicate

that very few sub3ects exhibit the
valued characteristics in the two

situations: They may be the truly outstanding teachers. Certainly

judges would be looking for different things in interviews and ob-

servations. Ideally, two measures should be,highly correlated with

what they are intended to predict (teacher effectiveness) but not

highly correlated with one anotherotherwise there would 1:,6 little

, ,point in using both.

A comparison of four information sources used in teacher selec-

,

tion_founti that scores on the Educational NaluesJnventory, the SRI
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Teacher Perceiver Interview and the Student Teacher aeference all

correlated significantly With student Grade Point Average; but not

with one another (Baker, 1977). Mandala (1977) found that none of

-P

the four information sources Baker studied were significantly cor-

.

4 related with measures of teaching performance. Actually, the`find-

,

;ings of these two studies are not very,heldful, but the authors'

recommendations, although nb `. based on their findings, are important.

They Concluded that any information source should be examined to

determine its effectiveness in each district in which it is used.

In other words, information sources (as well as specific criteria)

should be locally validated.

Nelson (1975) had teachers, principals, dedartment heads and

personnel directors bse severa4-kinds Of "credentiats" for rattng

teacher candidates. The raters.were then asked to tndicate.which

credentials they regarded as most .important.YThe four most important
.-

"'Were:
, ,

(1) standardized letters of,, reference from cooperatihg teachers

I

addresstng subject mastery, Planning skill's>, teaching abil-
,

.

6

ity, classroom climate, evaluation skills and personal

. .

charactertstics; .

,)

(a) ratings of candidates with respect to objectives of methods

.

courses;

(3) videotapes-of candidate teachirig;

.(4)" pictdgraph 'ratings of 4idates by codperde:tp teachers

I r
en4bling the comparisons of,candidates on items mentioned

in 0). ..

This.,study did not show that this set of crecientials was a better pre-
tn.

,4"
27
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dictor of teacher effectiveness than other sets of information.

However, this combination is
viewed favorably in that the raters

were more sure of their decisions based on its use.

In another study of the credentials used in teacher selection,

Arend (1973) found no relationship between the credentials used and

later teaching performance. However, a higher proportion of poor

teachers were selected without complete credentials.

There is'some evidence that interviews are not used to their

fullest potential. They either tend to be superficial; or when

more comprehensive information is obtained, it is,of little sig-

nificance. Gonzalez (1967) found that "1) early assessment based

on an appraisal of the applicant's confidential fjie, appearance

rating, and the active interview war significantly related to the

- final decision, 2) biases seemed to\be formed early in the inter--

view process and were significantly\related to the final decision."

Thus, important factors which could be related to subsequent on-the-

job performance and which could bp assessed in interviews may be

overlooked.

Shoemake (1974) found that teachers selected by raters (prin-

cipals and assistant superintendent). using a predetermined interview

format were ultimately more successful in teaching than those sel-

ected by raters using ho predetermined interview format. The struc-

tured interview system was developed based on previous research on

selection criteria.

The findings above might suggest the\advisability of an inter-

view system much like that developed by Selection Research Incorpor-

ated; however some evaluation studies of the SRI method would not

-lead-one to the Sallie onctusion:The SRI Pe eiverrethod -is-a

28

9
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screening process whereby a set of prescribed questions are de-

signed to evaluate teacher.candidates in terms of personality

traits. The method results in a quantitative score on the in-

terview which is intended to be used in conjunction with criteria

conventionall'Y used. Schillig (1975) found there was no difference

in teaching performance.between SRI Perceiver--hired teachers and

conventionally hired teachers. Furthermore, there was no signifi-

cant correlation between SRI Perceiver scores and teiching per-

formance $cores. (The Performance ratings were made by both

students and supervisors.) After'a three-year evaluation study of

the SRI process, Millard and Brook's (1974) concluded that the SRI

process is most successful in identifying probably success in

teaching when the criterion of success is student rating and that

SRI is not equally effective in every district. The message from

these studies seems very clear--a predetermined, structured inter-

view can be quite effective but it should be either developed

locally or "tailored" to fit the particular needs, values, attitudes

and priorities of each district.

A slightly different tyPe of research has examined the rela-
.

tionships between informational variables and selection decisions.

Bolton (1968a,b; 1969, 1974) studied the effects of four information-

format variables on decision making. The aspects of decision making

of concern were consistency, fineness of descriminations, time and

feeling of certainty. He found the optimum format consisted of

instructions regarding information processing, a single summary

document, no masking of information and interviews via audiovisual,

means. (Masking refers to the exclusion of information that is not

exceptional.) Bolton's study utilized fictitious teacher candidates.

One should not assume that the use of filNed interviews would be

23
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superior to conducting live interviews; however, audiovisual

interviews are better than none. In related studies, Bauthues-

(1968, 1969) also foundthat the number of documents, instructions

and-mv,Icing had effects on various aspects of selection decisions.

Hickey (1969) concluded that there is an optimum infOmation leve)

for the selection taskexceeding_that level does not significantly

improve the quality of decisions. This finding is consistent with

a basic notion of multiple regression analysis which is 'that be-

cause of intercorrelations among predictors, the use of additional

predictgys does not necessarily add to the predictive quality of a

set-of predictors.

Selection Criteria

Criteria Used

As ras the case for general selection procedures, the research

on teacher selection criteria fits into two categoriesstatus'

studies f criteria-used and studies of the relative effectiveness

of criteria in terms of how well they predict teaching success. In

a status study of selectibn criteria used in Louisiana schools (May

and Coerce, 1972), personnel directors ranked categories of informa-

tion,in Ole following order of importance:

1

' a. Academic criteria

b. Personal'criteria

c. Experience related to teaching

'd, Professional opinions

e. Job requirements

If. Results of examinations

'g. Experience unrelated to teaching

h. Family background

30
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A survey of personnel directors in large New Jersey school

systems found the following "weights" assigned to different

criteria categories: *intellectual qualities, 20-50%; affective

qualities, 20 50%; social qualities, 10-40S; and physical qualities,

10-25% (Arend, 1973). Arend recognized the importance of multiple

criteria since no single criterion is particularly effective used

in isolation, and he also acknowledged local district variation in

the valuing of different criteria.

Thirty-one administrators from southern California school districts

stressed the importance of co'llege supervisors giving attention tq both

persOnal and professional characteristics in written evaluations (Rhodes

and Peckham, 1960). Personal qualities considered most important were

emotional poise, health and vitality and courtesy and tact. The pro-

fessional competencies of most importance were ability to plan and

motivate lessons, knowledge of basic skills and development of pupil

morale.

A survey of over 500 superintendents and Orsonhel directors in

Michigan showed that the information in evaluations deemed most im-

portant pertained to attitudes of candidates toward children, teaching

and education in general (Yantis and Carey, 1972). The administrators

in that study clearly recognized the importance of.Maving both objec-

tive and subjective components of evaluations.

School principals and superintendents in Mississippi ranked

effective uls,e of English, student teaching performance and personal

appearance highest in terms of importance in teacher selection (Napier,

1975). Various academic credentials appeared next in the list of rank-

ings, and background variables (race and environment) and scores on

the National leachers Exem appeared last. Based on theur findings,

the researcher concluded that teacher candidates should not be judged

3
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first by academic records, but rather by the way they cOmmunicate

in initial contacts, letters and interviews. Actually, an opposite

conclusion would not contradict the fin*dings of this study. Initial

screening criteria will be discussed in the summary section of this

chapter.

The results of a survey of hiring officials from 208 midwestern

school districts (Lesher and Wade, 1972) are consistent with those

13

4

of the Napier study des::ribed above. The characteristici displayed

in interviews considered most important pertained to appeardhce, self-

confidence and facility fo'r verbal communication. Apparently, Many,

relevant factors which could be assessed effectively in interviews

are neglected. In regard to letters of application, that a letter

be neatly written and grammatically correct'is cusidered more impor-

tant than the relevance and originality of the content.

Wisconsin school administrators considered the letter of refc=r-

ence written for student teachers by cooperating teachers the most

important credential in a placement file (Mortaloni, 1970. The five

most important personal characteristics the administrators 4,lt should

be described in such letters were:

a. Enthusiasm

b. Ability to benefit from advice

c. Dependability

d. Cooperative attitude

e. Desire to work hard

The top five professional characteristics were:

a. Understanding of children and their basic needs

b. Ability to maintain classroom control

c. Provision for individual differences

d. Personal and interpersonal relationships with children

r;---Pitrilitr-toptarr-wetrin dvantrelarl agog-,

a



In a study involving forty-seven New Jersey school administrators,

daughan (1967) found that the "factors which administrators con-

sidered most frequently in deciding to employ or reject an applicant

were the applicant's attitude toward teaching and the impression the

administrator formed as to how the applicant would get along with

students."

Johnson (1976) surveyed 104 Ohio central office administrators

and principals and found the personal characteristics considered

most important in interviews to be neat physical appearance, good

verbal skills and emOtional balance. Favorable letters of reference

from cooperating teachers and supervisors were considered most impor:

tant academic credentials, and among the most critical professional

characteristics were clarity of professional goals, provision for

individual differences and enthusiasm. The Participants in that study

also strongly agreed that applicants shoula possess "a soundeduca-

tional philosophy." The advisability of this latter criterion is

discussed in the summary section.

Several studies have found a basic general agreement between

various groups on selection criteria considered most important and

least important (Blakeslee, 1967; Draayer, 1966; Brooks, 1967; Morse,

1963). The various groups are teachers, supervisors, principals,

central office personnel, superintendents and school board members.

Roberson (1976) found considerable agreement with respect to teacher

selection criteria between school personnel directors from Louisiana

and Texas. Certainly the other studies discussed so far in this

section give evidence of this consistency between states. Halgren

(1968) and Culhane (1964) :found that administrators from school dis.
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of_dtfferent sizeS-had different attitudes toward the value

-

of particular cri'terW :Culhape, for example, concluded that in

large school districts more imoortarice is assigned to criteria which

. are oriented inward toward the values of professional education,

while in small districts more importance is assigned to criteria

which are oriented toward the social systems outside the schools.

Perhaps the latter is a luxury larger systems cannot enjoy consider-

ing their heterogeneity.

Some studies have been concerned with what might be considered

"unintentional criteria." Rice (1975) found that irrelevant bio-

graphical information is an important determinant in the evaluation

of prospective teachers by school administrators. In this study

"irrelevant" information referred to "out-of-role" behavior (e.g.,

personal

Taibl (1973) and Merritt (1970, 1971a,b) showed that attitude

congruence between interviewers and teacher candidates has an in-

fluence on employment decisions. "Principals are more attracted to

candidates with attitudes about education that are similar to their

15

own than to candidates with attitudes dissimilar to their own even when

the latter are more highly qualified by objective measures of probable

competence" (Merritt; 1970, 1971a,b). Actually a principal must select

individuals who can work in an already existina system. Thus, ati-

tude congruence is not necessarily a bad thing, but it should o rtainly

not be at the expense of competence or based on attitudes irrelevant

to the school functions or teaching process.

Predictive Quality of Criteria

In order to evaluate the oredicti*Ye quality of teacher selection

cateria,-teacher-candidates!-status-with respect to these criteria or

3.;
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"predictors" musf be weighed against'some ultimate criterion of

teaching effectiveness. Thus, researchers compute correlation

coefficients between pre-employment information on teacher candid-

ates and post-employment performance. Unfortunately, there are

some serious, yet seemingly unavoidable, limitations in this

practice.

First, the definition and measurement of teacher effectiveness

are problems educational researchers have bpa,wrestling with for

years. Uncertainty with respect to the first threatens the validity

of measures; and, of course, finding reliable measures is no easy

task in itself. Thus, one ends up wondering if the right thing is

being predicteS(validity) and is left* in doubt about the efficiency

of predictors since an unreliable measure of teacher effectiveness

can only lead to low correlations. fncreased objectivity of measure-

ment can increase reliability; however, some validity can be sacri-

ficed if one measures'only that which is easily measured objectively.

Clearly, subjective assessment.must play some part in teacher selection.

A seconemajor limitation of research in 4is area has to do with

what is referred to as the "restriction-of-range" phenomen9n as it

affects correlation coefficients. If-there is l'ittle variance in

either of two variables being correlated, a sizable correlation co-

efficient is not likely to be obtained. The correlations between

predictors and later effectiveness can only be based on data from in-

dividuali who have completed teacher education programs and actually

,been hired as teachers (In order to obtain a measure of on-the-job

=performance). Consequently the researcher is only dealing with indi-

vidualon the upper ends of the distributions for many predictor
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variables, since those not meeting the established criteria have

already been weeded out. This probTem is documented by Ledbetter

(1972) and McEwen (1972) among others. For research purposes, it

would be best if personnel directors Would gatNer their pre-employ-

ment data on individuals, then ignore it and randomly select new

teachers. Iethis way they would be employing teachers representing

the full range with respect to predictor variables and probably with

respect to teaching effectiveness as well. Such a strategy would be

absurd, of course; but the fact that it cannot be used is a limitation

that must be kept in mind when one interprets the research. One other

concern related to research in this area pertains directly to the

measurement of the criterion variable of teacher effectiveness. Fre-,

quently, on-the-job performance is based, at least in part, on orinCi-

pals' ratings. Are principals unbiased when evaluating teachers' they

themselves hired? Research by Erratt (1970) suggests that there are

times when they are not.

Like most literature reviews, the emphasis of this one is on the

more recent research. However, some of the more extensive research

on the prediction of teacher.effectiveness was ,cionducted in the 1940s

and 1950s. Much of that research is summartied in Wisconsin Studies

s.

of the Measurement and Prediction of Teadier Effectiveness (Barr et al,

1961). Findings from these earlier s dies have not outlived their"

usefulness. Thus, a few will be d cribed here.

Lins (1946) studied predic ors of teaching efficiency measured

V//three ways--supervisors' rat'ngs, student evaluations and student

achievement gains. While there was some variation in the "best" pre-

dictors of the three c iteria, the items clenerall having predictive

3 6
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value were academic grades, supervisor ratings of,studert teaching,

impressions of interviewer's and various objective measures such as

grades in certain teacher education courses and performance on

standardized tests. Both subjective and objective data were useful

predictors. Objective data was more predictive of pupil gain, while

subjective data had a slight edge in predicting supervisorY ratings.

Von Haden (1946) found some lack of agreement between subjective

and objective predictions of teaching effectiveness. However, the .

primary concern of his study was subjective predictors which were

quite Useful in predicting supervisor ratings of teacher success but

not as useful in predicting student evaluations of teachers or pupil

gain as measured,by tests. The impressions of interviewers seemed to

be the most effective subjective measures, better than ratings of

teacher education instructors and practice teaching supervisors. Von

Haden concluded that objectiae and subjective evaluations predict

different aspects of teaching ability and performance. This conslusion

would 'indicate the importance of using both approaches in evaluating

teacher candidates.

The results obtained by Jones (1946) whose major emphasis was

objectively measured predictors, were,consistent with Von Haden's

conclusion about differences between objective and subjective measures.

He'stated, "Whatever pupil gain measures in relation to teaching ability
411.

is not that emphasized in supervisory ratings." High-school class rank

was the best single predictor of pupil gain. Other important predictors

were grades in particular teacher education courses, and scores on in-

terest and adjustment inventories-

The remainder of_this section will present the key findings of more

recent research perta4ing to the effectiveness of spqcific predictor
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variables. StrO'm and Larimore (1970) found four objective psy-
-.,

chological Neasures which predicted teacher effectiveness measured

by teacher educator and principal ratings. The four variables were
2

two scales from the California Psychological Inventory (CPI), one

scale of the Edwar4s Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) and one

scale of the Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation (FIRO-B).

The two CPI scales were Achievement via tonformance and Femininity.

_A-person scoring high on the first is capable, cooperative, organized,

responsible, stable, sincere, Persistent and values intellectua

activity as'opposed to coarse, stubborn, aloof, insecure, opinionated,

disorganized and pessimistic. High femininity scores are earned_by

people who are appreciative, patient, helpful, gentle, perservering,

sincere, respectful of others and sympathetic as opposed to outgoing,

ambitiolls-,Tctive, restless, blunt, direct, manipulative, opportunistic

with others and,,iMPatient. The EPPS scale of interest is the Achieve-

ment scale which defines achievement as doing one's best to succeed

by skill and effort, to exceed others in solving problemsand to be-
/

Tecognjzed as an accomplished authority. -This scale did_not correlate
_

highly with the other predictor, the CPI--Achievement via Conformity

scale--a good quality of predictors. The final predictor, FIRO-B--
.

Expressed Control, which measures a person's tendency to feel he con-

trols people, did not correlate highly with teacher effectiveness, but
0

correlated highly with at least one other predictor. This variable is

what is called a "suppressori'-variable and contributes indirectly to

the prediction of teacher effectiveness. These four predictors

accounted for 88% of the variance in teacher effectiveness in this

study (a suspiciousi9 high percentage).



Another study uncovered a signifiCant relationship between

teaching success and an early measure of democratic attitude

(Freehill, 1963). This attitude was measured by a Scale o' the

problems in Human Relations Test. Co)e (1961) found that cerfain

data from the Minnesota.Multiphasic p,ersonality Inventory and from

group Rorschach tests significantly correlated with ratings of

teachers by classroom observers while conventional selection cri-
.

-

teria did not. Cole Obinted out that the most logical explanation

v.

of this is the'problem described at the beginning of this section--

namely, once candidates had met the established criteria (usually .

academic ones), these criteria could no longer be useful in predict,

ing teaching success. The ranges of performance on personality

_

measures, however, are not restricted after initial screenings.

Mascho et al (1966) found that grade point average by itself

is not a useful predictor of elementary school teaching competency

based on the Observer Scale. The Strong Vocational Interest Inven-

tory and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory were not effective

predictors. Measures which were of soMe predictive value were scales

from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Introversion-

Extroversion, Masculinity-Femininity and Psychasthenia) and scales .

of the DF Opinion Scale (Cultural Conformity and Need for Precision).

Standardized tests of academic factors were not good predictors;

however, the authori recognized that the subjects of this study, sur-

vivors of Previous screening, were fairly homogeneous with respect to

these acidemic variables. Thus, the restriction-of-range problem de-

, scribed ^previously may again have masked the effect of these factors.

In another component of this study, subjective data froM interviews



of college freshmen and sophomores were highly Predictive of Pre-

gervice ratings of teaching success. 'Personal characteristics

ascessed in these interviews were motivation, emotional balance,
-

.

social infelligence, initiative, speaking ability, insight, voice,

physical appearance and grooming.'

Ort (1964) concluded that academic credentials (college grades

21

and standardized achievement test scores) and personality or attitude

ihventories did not have predictive value with respect to teaching

success. The best predictors were impreshons Of and scale evaluations

by superviSory persons.
4

. In a study of over two hundred first-year teachers in Ari'zona,

Greaves (1972) found that "student teaching is predictive of first-

year teaching performance. .
.grade point averages are predictive of

student teaching performance, but not predictive of first-year teach-

:,

ing performance, and the variables 'understands nuptic: petentie, as

, a teacher, desire to improve and knowledge of subject,' which are ob-

served in student teaching, when combined with grade point average in

teacher preparation courses are the best predictors of first-year

teaching performance." An important finding of this study resulted

from breaking the criterion of teaching effectiveness down into

different components. Measures of sludent teacher characteristics

correlated differently with different components of the criterion.

This demonstrates the multifaceted nature of both the predictors and

the outcome variable of teaching success.

Bueker (1972) noted that.a composite of academic credentials

(test scores, grade point average and student teaching,grades) did

predict first-year teacher performance ratings. An-other researcher,

,)
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however, found no relationskip between six independent variables

taken singly or in combination and teaching effectiveness (Harned,

.1974). The six vAilebles were four personality test scores from

the Gordon Personal Profile,
grade point average in major area

and academic grade in student teaching.

The following hiring criteria were usec in the'district used

in another study (Short, 1977): intervers' evaluations, age,
apir

experience, grade noint average, degree, sex, race and National

Teacher Examinations. Of these, only interviewers'' evaluaiions

correlated significantly with principals' global evaluations of

teachers,during their first year of teaching. Ouirk, Witten and

Weinberg (1973) reviewed studies of the validity of the National

Teacher Examinations (NTE). They concluded *hat the NTE scores

were poor predictors of on-the-job rati;igs of teachers.

Smith (1969) discovered that none of a large number of tradi-

tional teacher selection criteria were significantly correlated

with third:year teacher ratings. Stumpe (1967) found t/at only

ratipgs of student teacher Performance were predictiv f later'
-

teaching success and that they were better for predi ting first-

/

year teaching performance thah third-year verforman,ce. This

4
sugaests that we may be too concerned with predicting "instant

/

success" And tend to ignore the possibility that'people "grow"

into good teachers over time. Perhaps researders should give

more attention to the pre-service characterisOcs of those who are

considered effective teachers after a few yeArs of experience.

An interesting study by Vukovich (1970) also showed student
7

teacher evaluations to be prelictive Of fitist-year teaching success

measured by principals' ratings. Vukovich/found-tiiit a more-eare-

14.11
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ful, systematic content analysis of the evaluations improved the

accuracy of predictions. Apparently, speciTic characteristics of

the evaluations differentiated successful versus unsuccessful

leachers. Successful,teaohers had superlative statements in their

studeWt teaching evaluations, while such statements were absent

from evaluation's of the unsuccessful teachers. Talifying state-

ments were notably absent from the student teaching'evalu.ations

of successful teachers. The nature of descriptions of critical

incidents,differed for the two groups as well. Thus, a conscien-
.

tious attempt to-analyze student teacher evalUations in terms of

superlative statements, qualifying stalements and critical incidents

'could improve the prediCtive quality of such evaluations..

Another itrategy for improving information on student teaChing

perfdrmarce is to leave less up to chance: Adams (1967) developed

a rating sheet which'required student teacher evaluators to rate

the teacher candidates on specific characteristics. While such

ratings must still remain subjective to some extent, at lei-s-t-the

prospective employer can be assured that information on particular

attributes of the candidates will not be omitted as\they might be

in purely narrative evaluations. Furthermore, reliability of mea-

surement should be enhanced. Data from the rating sheet developed
Ir.

by Adams did correlate well with subsequent on-the-job ratings.

Such rating forms are not uncommon; however, research cited previous-
,-

ly in this review indicates that criteria that might be reflected in

these forms should be locally determined so that local values and

conditions are not ignored. Specific selection criteria intended

for general use have not always been effective. Furthermore, rating

------forms-can-be-utailored't(rfit the specific vacancies as well.

42
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Hale (1970) developed a special education teacher selection scale

and demonstrated its usefulness.

The importance of-"local tailoring" sugaests that districts

should incorporate into their policy provisions for the on-going

evaluation of the effectiveness of their own selection criteria.

.
Unfortunately, this type of "local" research is neglected. In a

study of thirty-four large Missouri school districts, Smith (1476)

found that in fewer:than one-fourth of the dfstricts, were there

, -

any attempts made to validate selection criteria by relating them

to subsequent teacher evaluations.

1 'Summary band.Recommendations

This document is not the first to review research on teacher

selection. Three'reviews of note were Wisconsin Studies of the

Measurement and Prediction of Teacher Effectiveness (Barr et al,
_

Mitzel and Ryans in the 1960

Ency.slapsdia of Educational Research; and "Researeh on Teacher -

Selection," a chapter by Schalock in the 1979 Review of Research N\

in Education published by the American Educational Research Asso-

ciation. Barr's review is a comorehensive summary of investigations

conducted some years ago. An examination of more recent research

leads one to the conclusion that little progress has been made in

this area.

The most recent review (Schalock, 1979) concentrates on re-

iearch on teacher effectiveness from which the author draws impli-

cations for selection. Consequently, Schalock discusses character-

istics and behaviors of teachers already "on the job." Thus, his

emphasis is on correlates, perhaps even components, of good teaching

measured after the fact--Sueh factors are not necessarily predictors
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of use to hiring officials. However, the conclusions-he. does

make regarding "true" predictors are
consistent with the findings

reviewed herein.

Although Schalock's title might be considered a misnomer,

his attention to the matter of teacher effectiveness is not un-

justified. A limitaiion of much research on teacher selection

procedures and criteria has to do with the definition and measure-

ment of the variable being predicted, teacher success or effective-

25

ness. Bransford (1967) among othdrs discussed the effect ,of

reliability of measurement or correlatiohs between variables., The

question of validity is also raised frequently. In their reOews,
,

Hall and Vincent, Mitzel_and Ryans all distutt the difficulties in "

assessing.teacher effectiveness. Clearly, it is a multidimensional

attribute. However, the studies reviewed in this report certainly

used measures of effectiveness which fit someond's informed per-

ception of good teachin? or which measured at lelast some component

of teacher effectiveness. Thus,one should not irore the findings

of previous research because of concern over the\nebulous nattire

of the primary4pdependent
variable, legitimate as t is concern may

be. A great deal of useful,information has been generated, teachers .

are always being hired and Hiring officials should be'Oing the in-
,\

formation available instead of waiting for a "go ahead" sign from

those trying to capture something that is litely to remain elusive.

Overview of Research Findings

AppArently,, in most districts or school systems, stated policies

or established procedures for teacher selection are nonexistent. The

interview is the most commonly used procedure for gathering information
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on teacher candidates. Thus, evaluations based on interviews

constitute one of the most important factors upon which hiring

decisions are based. Interviewers are seldom trained, and their

evaluations tend to be quite subjective and global. Neverthe-

less, ratings from interviews seem tO predict teaching effective-
N

ness with some degree of success.

There is a great deal of concern over the reliability of

interview ratings. However, many of*the studies dealing with

interrater reliability involved raters from different school

settings and with different background and orientations. Re-

search clearly demonstrates,the importance of locally established

procedures and criteria. Perhaps the reliability of most condern

is that between raters who would normally be working cooperatively

in the selection process. Also, considering each rater indepen-.

dently, it is important that each person be consistent in the way

he or she evaluates different candidates. Regardless of the type

of reliability in question, predetermined interview formats make

interview ratings more objective and reliable. Such formats should

be locally developed, however, because of the importance of situa-

tional factors in.,determining teacher succesi.

n addition to interviews, other important sources of informa-

tion used in teacher selection are academic credentials, references

(from student teaching supervisors, course instructors, etc.), and

various tests and inventOries. Ratings based on interviews appear

to be the best\predictors of global ratings of teacher effectiveness.

The lists of specific selection criteria (predictors of teacher

effectiveness) valued hy variOus decision makers are quite extensive.
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Generally, they fit into the categories of academic credentials,

personal characteristics,
professional qualities and background

variables. There is considerable agreement about which are the

most important criteria among groups of decision makers (teachers,

principals, supervisors, etc.); but some differences between dis-

tricts do exist.. Again the importance of situational/local factors

is demonstrated. Criteria consistently valued highly are communi-

cation skills, student teaching performance, physical appearance

and various personality traits.

It is in research on the predictive value of selection criteria

that the measures of teacher
effectiveness become a serious concern.

There is evidence that different measures of teacher effectiveness

address different components of the attribute. Thus,the relative

quality of various predictors varies depending on the outcome measure.

For example, inter'view ratings which tend to be subjective and global

appear to be the best predictors of first-year teacher ratings by

principals which also tend to be silbjective and global. (Barr won-

dered if such ratings were not merely compatibility ratings.) However,

more objectively measured predictors such as scores on various kinds

of tests are of considerable value when teacher effectiveness is

measured more objectively (for example, by residual pupil gain). In

any case, the research clearly demonstrates the importance of the use

of multiple predictors and multiple measures of effectiveness.

-The specific selection criteria which seem to predict teaching

success most effectively are student teaching performance and various

personality factors. Academic tTedentials do not appear to predict

teaching success; however, this finding does not lessen the importance

46 .
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of academic credentials since the samoles used in the research

studies consisted of individuals previously'screened on the basis

of academic variables, thereby limiting the magnitude of the

correlations that could be obtained between academic factors and

effectiveness ratings.

The Non-Researai Literature

Although the emphasis of this review is research on teacher

selection, a major, proportion of the literature in the area is not

research-related. Rather, it describes procedures and criteria

recommended by various professional groups and individual educators.

Such guidelines and position statements are products of years of

experience and are cited in this section because they would certainly

be useful to school personnel interested in making their teacher

selection practices more systematic and effective (Coulbourn, 1938;

American Association cf Examiners and Administrators of Educational

Personnel, 1951; McKenna, 1965; Redfern, 1967; Personnel Management

Service, 1967; Bolton, 1973; Alberti, 1974; Lang, 1974; Clifford,

1975; Erickson and Shinn, 1977; American Association of School Per-

sonnet Administrators (AASPA), 1977; Wood et al, 1979).

Some authors favor some innovative practices in teacher selection.

For example, Turner and Collea (1977) described a three-staged process

involving (1) a Preliminary questionnaire requiring a great deal of a

candidate's time and effort and intended to eliminate the casual in-

quirer via self-screening, (2) a group interview in which a candidate

is faced with a simulation task and (3) a final task requiring the

candidate to role-play in an actual classroom situation.

;Technology can also make some contributions to teacher selection.

While the research suggests that videotaped interviews are not as pood

el"I
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as.live interviews, it is Possible that a videotape of a teacher

candidate in an actual teaching
situation would be a worthwhile

component of the candidate's file. Thus, the low feasibility of

live classroom observations of
several candidates need not be a

problem (Fuhr, 1977; Wright, 1972; Kalick, 1971). A 1969 reoort

of the National School Public Relations Association anticipated

the increased use of computers in teacher placement. NEA*SEARCH

was a computer-based locator system started in 1967 operating

under the administration of the National Commission on Teacher

Education and *Professional Standards.

Local "Tailoring"

The research reviewed previously clearly points to the desir-

ability of locally established selection prbcedures and criteria.

The non-research literature agrees. Ryans (1960) concluded that the

quality of predictors depends on "the degree of similarity between

the sample with respect to which predictors are derived, and the

sample,to which the predictors are applied." In other words, "lo-

cally varying expectations arising from varying values (e.g., is

the teacher to be permissive or a disciplinarian)" must be considered

when teacher candidates are being evaluated (Ryans, 1967). A panel

convened by NIE to recommend research on teacher selection devoted a

considerable portion of their discussion to the "values and prior-

ities which school systems place on possible educational outcomes

and how school systems differ in their educational goals" (Gage, 1975).

In his analysis of the needs of inner-city children and presentation

,of a model program for selecting inner-city teachers, Hendrix (1970)

recognized that selection criteria might be very different for differ-

--entcommettev. Pal merfl96et elts-cusse&itre- impoTtanre ofsi tua-

4 s
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tional factors" in the teacher selection process. Such factors

include the size and type of communities, districts and schools;

socioeconomic status; and school organization, etc. While recog-

nizing the importance of local tailoring, Wood et al (1979) also

warns that faculty diversity and innovativeness are desirable.

Job Specifications

The characteristics of the teaching vacancy itself must not

be overlooked (Palmer, 1968; Lang, 1974; Cross and Davis, 1976;

Berg and Brimm, 1978; Erickson and Shinn, 1977; Diekraper, 1969).

Teacher selection would be more successful if job responsibilities

were well defined prior to the selection process and if selection

criteria were tailored to the vdcancy. Kleinman (1960) reminded

us that "selection is a two-way process." If candidates have

sufficient information about the vacancies and situational factors,

those selected are less likely to be dissatisfied. Thus, informed

self-selection can improve teacher selection (Kleinman, 1960; AASPA,

1977). Wood et al (1979) also emphasize the importance of consid-

ering the candidates' wants.

Who Should Select?

There is general concensus that several people should be in-

volved in the process of evaluat'ing teacher candidates. Many

writers recommend the use of "screening committees" or "interview

teams" (Diamond, 1974; Cross and Davis, 1976; Fuhr, 1977; Erickson

and Shinn, 1977; AASPA, 1977; DiPasquale, 1970). Cross and Davis

(1976) point out that the approach to faculty selection used in

colleges and universities would be most appropriate for selecting

public school teachers. A committee of professional faculty working

with the organizational unit in which the vacancy exists should be

involved in devising the job specificatiogs,,t9 interviewing candidates



and making recommendations to the administrator responsible for
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final decisions.

Research has shown that in some districts (especially large

-ones) central office personnel select and assign teachers with

no input from those with whom the new teachers are to work. Fuhr
w

(1977) strongly suggests that personnel directors make use of

selection committees comprised of the principal and several teachers

from the building where the vacancy exists.

Of course, the selection process includes more than interviews.

It should be a coordinated effort of training institutions, teachers

and school and school district administrative personnel (Erickson

and Shinn, 1977; Madden, 1968; DiPasquale, 1970). Active recruiting

and interviewer training are important components (Erickson and

Shinn, 1977; AASPA, 1977). The possibility of involving consultants

for developing systematic selection strategies and for carrying them

out should,not be overlooked (Erickson and Shinn, 1977).

Bauthues (1968) distinguished between clinical and actuarial

approaches to teacher selection. The former assumes the uniqueness

of an individual cannot be characterized by statistical analysis of

isolated variables and results in a more global description of a

teacher candidate. This subjective approach relies heavily on the

personal interview. The actuarial approach relies on the careful

definition and measurement of specific performance outcomes. Bauthues

reported that the clinical approach is most commonly used, yet,he

suggested that the actuarial strategy had greater potential

Seve'ral authors believe greater objectivity is necessary in

teacher selectfon. They recommend an achievement model which requires
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not only the collection of academic credentials, but also the

evaluation of speciYic teaching behaviors (DiPasquale, 1970; Medley,

1967; Mitzel, 1967; Gilbert and Lang, 1967). They feel that "overall

teacher effectiveness" is a uselessconcept.

Redfern (1966) suggests that in many systems 6iii-Oeciatly_large

cities) objectivity in selection is the "paramount goal." Such sys-

tems which ':employ written and oral examination procedures rely

heavily upon test scores and eligibility lists." Redfern points out,

however, that "those systems that use a minimum of specific selection

criteria, relying rather heavily upon an interviewer's judgment of a

candidate plus application credentials, tend to believe that their

methods of selection are as valid and reliable as thoie employed by

',systems using more elaborate procedures.d

The research clearly indicates that both objective and subjective

approaches have merit. Therefore, the most desirable strategy would

be to use a combination of techniques for evaluating teacher candidates.

Thompson (1979) suggests that objective criteria may be used first for

initial screening to provide the basis for interviews of the more promisr

ing candidates. Subjective criteria would be assessed during the inter-

views.

Interviews

According to Wood et al (1979), the interview is the determining

factor in the selection of beginning teachers, and as such should be

conducted much more effectively. While some subjectivity in teacher

selection is unavoidable and even desirable, the research d s indicate
;

that increasidg objectivity when possible is beneficial. For example,

the use of rating forms in conjunction with interviews assures that the

r
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interviewer will address all the factors considered important and

ultimately increases reliability of ratings. Bailey (1978) and

Poole (1974) found interview guides to be useful tools for teacher

selection.

Brannon (1975), Schumann (1977), Bayuk and Bayuk (1973) 'and

Wood et al (1979) recommend long and quite extensive interviews of

-------____teacher candidates. Brannon describes forty-one interview questions

found effearielm-e---particular district. Wood et al (1979) also

propose several interview questions intended to penetrate the super-

ficial. Schumann and Bayuk and Bayuk assume good teachers are products

of superior.training and propose questions which solicit-information

.on 'the quality of training and the candidate's knowledge of trends

in his or her discipline, instructional techniqUes and materials,

testing, ways to deal with specific classroom situations, etc.

Ideas for assessing specific criteria are described by several

authors. Thompson (1979) provides suggestions for evaluating appear-

ance, spontaneity, self-confidence aPd sense of humor in interviews.

Ideas for interviiiii-of prospective mathematics teachers,presented bY.

Kaltsounis (1974) deal with self-confidence, professional training,

ability to visualize and intellectual adventuresomeness., Cross and

Nagle (1969) propose ways to differentiate in interviews between

student vs. content orientation. DeWitt (1973) stresses the importance

of affective skills and suggests interview techniques to clarify

applicants' attitudes toward themselves and students.
, /

Aside from the "content" of interviews, hiring officials hue a

variety of interview approaches from which to choose. Criscuolo (1977)

describes four kinds of interviews: individual, group (involving

-several candidates), pahertinvaVing Several intergtewersY, and

5 2,
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action interviews (requiring candidates to present lessons)e Regard-

less of the interview approach, researchers cited previously have

concluded that training and detailed planntng of tnterviews are

beneficial.

Selection Criteria

A list of specific selection criteria investigated in the re-

search would be quite extensive, Much of the non-research literature

includes lists of recommended criteria also. It is clear that no

single criterion is of-consistently high predictive quality (Redfern,

1966). This fact and the multidimensionality of teacher effective-

ness are evidence of the importance of using a wide variety,of
\

criteria and information-gathering techntques.
6

Redfern (1967) concluded that information obtained from.'oral

interviews was most predictive of teaching success, academic achieve-

ment data second most predictive and informatinn from references third.

The three broad categories of selection criteria are personal/social,

academic and professional criteria. Different individuals and groups

differ in the emphasis they place on criteria from these categories,

- _The recommendations of the New York State Council for Social Studies

(1974) stress profeSsional qualities such as teaching skills, experience

in curriculum, experience "outside" of teaching, professional attitudes

and rationdle for teaching social studies. Madden (1968) recommends

change orientation-, specializatiOn and cooperationA6641edge of

teaching and learning strategieswillingness to experiment and pro=
--

fessional preparation.

-16 his dissertation Which was itself a review Of research, Diekrager

(1969) concludei that subject matter training and communication skills
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were valuable academic,criteria while coursework in general profes-
,

sional education and IQ were-not. Various personality characteristfcs

and breadth of geographic background were considered useful personal

criteria, but background varitbles such as sex, age, marital status

and socioeconomic status were not.

The criteria listed below are in ascending order of predictive

power according to Schalock (1979):

Predictors of Effectiveness

Point Where
Measurement
Is Best Taken

Academic ability/achievement Entrance to a
preparation program

Personality characteristics-attitudes/interests

Experience with children

Knowledge related to teaChing, including con- ,Recommendation to engage

tent-tee,be taught : i in student teaching

Sills related to teaching---.

Performance of teaching functions-under simpli-
fied teachlng-conditiens

Under simulated classroom Conditions (e.g.,
peer teaching; response to filmed classroom
events)
Under simplified cIaisroom conditions (e.g.,
small groups in a'Oassroom; micro-teaching)
Under the conditions of short-term full-re-
.sponsibility teaching (e.g., 2 to 5 days)

Behavier of pupils taught under simplified con-
ditions-(e.g., timepn task; frequency of
disruptions)

Achievement of pupils taught under-slmplified
conditions (e.g.; attainment of learning out-
comes desired from alesson or across 2 to 5
days of instruction)

Attitudes toward teaching and being a teacher Recommendation for an
at the conclusion of the student teaching initial level of
experience certification

Quality of interpersonal relationships evi-
danced- durtmg-tbe co ref tudent teaChing
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Performance of teaching functions under t
conditions of extended full-responsibili y
teaching (e.g., 2 to 5 weeks)

Behavior of pupils taught under the conditions
ef extended full-responsibility teaching

Achievement of pupils taught under the condiT
tions of extended full-responsibility teach- .

tng 0.g., the attainment of learning outcomes
desired from a 2 to 5-week period of instruction

Needless to say, there is no shortage of recommended lists of selection

criteria. It is not the purpose of this section to give them'all, but

rather it is to discuss the kinds of criteria which may be valuable.

Generally, research has found that academic criteria are not as pre-

dictive of teacher effectiveness as personality factors. However, one

must remember that relationships between predictors and teaching effec-
.

tiveness can only be measured using a sample of "already-selected"

/

teachers. Consequently, the academic factors have lost some of their

predictive power. Fortunately, most people do not minimize the importance

of academic credentials. Sisk (1969) recognizes the importance of using

both personal/social characteristics and academic credentials as selec-

tion criteria. The former "are the qualities that make a teacher out of
\

a scholar." Thus,the use of academic credentials for initially selecting

candidates for further consideration may be a reasonable strategy.

Sisk suggests that one's philosophy of education is not a valuable

selection criterion. He claims that new teachers probably do not have

one, and that teachers change their philosophies anyway. One wonders

if the same problem may extst for other professional qualities and if/,

perhaps, individuals "grow" into teachers over time. The research indi-

cating that traditional criteria'oredict first-year teaching performance
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reasonably well but not third-year performance lends some credence to

this possibility.

Deciding upon selection criteria to use is no simple matter.

Dale Bolton (1970) has written a great deal on this process and his

work should be of use to districts interested in sett.4 up a system-

atic program for teacher selection. Procedures and criteria should

be determined locally, and such an undertaking should be a coopera-

tive effort of many individuals.

Recommendations'

Ideas for improving teacher selection practices are presented and

discussed throughout the previous sections of this report. Some specific

recommendations are listed below without elaboration:

I. Develop a systematic program of teacher selection. The hiring

of a teacher is an important investment.

2. Actively recruit if necessary. The job market is tight, and
even,the most capable teacher candidates would be receptive.
Asking someone at a teacher education instttution the names

of th most promising student teachers could do no harm.

3. Use res arch. Findings summarized in this report and in the
original Aocuments could be useful in establishing procedures
and criteria.

4. Involye several people in both the'development of the program
and the evaluation of candidates. Several people will have to

work with a new teacherthey should have some input in the\

selectidn process. Consultants,.perhapS from teacher education

institutions, may be_of-some service.

5. Use a variety of information-gathering methods and selection
criteria:\ Different methods are appropriate for different
kinds of information, and different criteria relate to different
components of teaching effectiveness.

6. Establish selection criteria locallyat the district or even
school level. For some criteria, this may require some simple,
but on-going local research.

7. Tailor Selection criteria to specific teaching vacancies.'

56
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8. There is no shortage of teacher candidates, and therefore no

reason to hire a telcher without superior academic credentials.

One strategy might be to screen candidates initially based on

academic criteria. Personal and professional qualities of
the more promising candidates may be assessed in latter stages.

,
Keep in mind, some qualities may be developed after a teacher

r has taught for a while.

9. Do not underestimate the importance of either objectively or
subjectively gathered information on candidates. However, it

is advisable to increase objectivity where appropriate. For

example, interview guides and rating forms and standaed forms

for recommendations can be helpful.

10. Many of the criteria valued by educators are difficult to

illeasure. The interview remains an important means of evaluat-

ing candidates. Extensive, planned interviews can accomplish
far more than superficial interviews which may be mere formal-

ities. Personal contact with supervisors of "finalists" may
provide far more information than the student teacher evaluation

forms.

31. Give candidates as much information as possible about the
teaching position and "environmental factors." Self-selection

on the part of candidates can simplify and improve teacher
selection.

12. The Sticcess of teacher selection practices requires continuous
monitoring. No matter how good a selection program is, there
will be some teachers who do not "work out." Some losses due
to occupational changes must be expected, especially among
young people. However, knowledge of the specific reasons
persons do not.work out and the eharacteristics of those in-
dividuals can be useful to the imProvement of selection criteria.

e



CHAPTER II

THE SELECTION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Selection Procedures

There have been considerably fewer research studies of admin-

istrator selectiob procedures than studies of teacher selection

procedures. Most of them have been status studies intended to de-

termine the existing policies of various districts or states.

Newberry (1975) investigated the procedures and criteria used

to select elementary school principals in British Columbia. Based

on questionnaires administered to superintendents, he found there

was seldom a written selection policy, written job descriptions

were not used and there was little use of consultation from outside

the system. A great deal of recruitment activity did take place in

the form of newspaper advertisements and internal announcements.

Superintendents, personnel directors and school board members were

largely responsible for selection; and there was little or no in-

volvement of parents, teachers or other principals. Primary souices

of information on candidates were.the interview, references and reports
/

of past teaching performance or student teaching.

Several studies on the selection of school administrators in the

United States have findings consistent with those of Newberry. A sur-

vey by the National Education Association Research Division (Lucio

and McNeil, 1969) showed that most districts recruit heavily for

administrators by means of advertisements, announcements, letters to

teachers, and notices to placement bureaus and collegc After consid-

\
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erable initial screening baSed on application forms, most districts

require written or oral examinations. The oral exams are either in-

formal or structured interviews. Both are usually evaluated by

committees consisting primarily of administrators appointed by the

superintendent. Recommendations reSulting from thi5 study were (1)

the use of established procedures and standards, (2) considerable

attention to the training of administrators through internships and

inservice and (3) emphasis on leadership ability as the most important

selection criterion.

A study of principal selection in California showed that the

major steps in the process were (1) "paper" screening, (2) inter-

view by a committee, (3) selection by the superintendent and (4)

approval by the school board (California State Legislature, 1977).

The interview committees usually consisted of district personnel,

teachers and parents. 'The committees would make recommendations to

the central office. This study also found that the selection process

was not systematic, and there were no written policies or guidelines.

Furthermore, the likelihood of selection depended on contacts the

candidates had in the central office.

Sharpe (1976) compared the principal selection practices of a

medium-sized distriCt 'in the U.S. to those pf the school system in

New South Wales, Australia. His conslusions regarding the practices

of the U.S. district were (1) selection was not systematic, (2) the

process was too open too personal and political influences, (3) de=1

cisions were often based ph information of questionable value and

(4) university credentialing was of questionable validity.

Stoker (1975) administered a questionnaire to approximately 400
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elementary teachers asking their opinions on various matters associr

ated with the principalship.
Most teachers were satisfied with the

way principals were selected (usually recommended by the board) and

believed teachers should not be involved in the selection process.

Stoker suggested that this finding was probably not typical and

explained that in some areas of the country (especially those heavily

unionized) teachers have a major role in principal selection. (The

teachers in this study were from several districts in the Texas Pan-

handle.) Of those teachers who felt teachers should be more involved

in the process, most recommended that a teacher committee make recom-
_

mendations to the superintendent and the school board.

Chadwick (1971) examined the relationships between various factors

and the opinions of teachers and principals toward different aspects

of the administrator selection process.* She found that positipn, age

and sex do not affect opinions about selection practices and recommended

that this finding be taken into account when deciding upon members for

selection panels. In her literature review, Chadwick observed (1) there

is general concensus about the need for greater objectivity in adminis-

trator selection and (2) there is a trend toward greater effort to train

individuals who display administrative potential.

Selection Criteria

School administrators of interest in this report are principals,

supervisors and central office personnel. While at first glance, it

may appear there is a reasodable amount of research on the criteria for

Alecting these administrators, there is reason to be ,Autious in rating

the adequacy of research in this area. Administrative positions are

quite variable in terms of.the skills and qualities required to be

60
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successful in them. One must keep this in mind when drawing general

conclusions from.the research findings. Although the same may be

said for teaching positions, the full range of such positions was

fairly well represented in the research literature. When the re-

search on administrator selection criteria is categorized according

to the type of school administrator, several positions are slighted.

Much of the research focuses upon the selection of elementary school

principals.

Criteria Used

The study of practices for selecting principals in British Columbia

showed that the five most commonly used personal criteria were mature

judgement, scholarship, personal security, group skills and good health

(Rewberry, 1975). The five most commonly used professional criteria

were human relations skills, classroom teaching exPerience, decision-
--

making skills, community relations skills and administrative technical

skills. According to Newberry, surprising iftention was given to age

and length of classroom teaching experience.

The NEA survey found that most districts in selecting supervisors

require that the candidates have several years of successful teaching

experience (Lucio and McNeil, 1969). It may be that such experience

is more important for supervisors than for principals. Lucia and McNeil

pointed out that different persons (e.g., school board members and

subordinates of administrators to be hired) have different perceptions

of the role of the administrators. Thus,it is important that role be

clarified in each instance and criteria be selected which are appro-

priate to the specific needs. These authors also distinguished between

leadership traits and the effects of leadership. It is more important
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to know if an individual has had any effect in a leadership role

than to know if he or she has so e characteristics of a leader.

Since leadership seems to be a wiely accepted criterion for selecting

administrators, this notion certai ly has implications for determining

leadership potential.

One characteristic which is considered important for teachers

to have is also essential for administrators--communication skills.

Chadwick (1971) found this quality to be one upon which teachers and

principals of all ages could agree as being important for elemen-

tary school principals.

A survey of elementary school teachers determined their perceptions

of the ideal principal (Stoker, 1975). The teachers generally agreed

they would want as their principal an experienced person but one still

with youthful vigor. They felt that in addition to the usual academic

credentials and desirable personality traits, principals should have

four to five years teaching experience. Surprisingly few teachers

mentioned intelligence, aggressive leadership ability and creativity.

Teitelbaum (1972) administered a questionnaire to professional

educators and lay persons in order to determine the most important

personal and professional criteria for selecting elementary principals

for inner city schools. Apparently there was considerable agreement

about which criteria were most important. The lists below show cate-
__

gories of criteria in order of importance. The overlap Shows_it is

sometimes difficult to differentiate between personal and professional

qualities.

6 1
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Personal Characteristics
Professional Characteristics

Rank Category
Rank Category

1. Human Relations
1. Administration and Supervisjion

2. Innovative
2. Parents and Community

3. Integrity
3. Dedication

4. Fair Minded
4. Personal Character

J. Good Humored 5. Innovation and Evaluation

6. Scholarship 6. Professional Activities

7. Child Oriented 7. Child Oriented

8. Charisma 8. Teaching Skill and Experience

9. Emotional Stability 9. Intelligence

10. Dedication 10. Educational Background

11. Staff Relations 11. Human Relations

12. Parents and Community 12. Charisma

13. Administration and Supervision 13. Varied Background

14. Decision Making 14. Staff Relations

15. Personal Appearance and Health

16. Communication Skills

17. Authoritative

18. Teaching Skill and Experience

19. Humility

Deever and Jurs (1975) surveyed superintendents from 78 districts

in 8 central and western states. The superintendents were asked to rank

'order eleven selection criteria for administrative personnel at the

district office level. The summarized rankings were:

1. Professional Competence

2. Professional Leadership
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3. Human Relations

4. Pers nal Motivational Characteristics

5. Inte ligence

6. Professional Training and EiPerience - Academic and Field

7. Recommendations

8. Philosophy of Education

9. Physiql Characteristics

10. Social - Economic Characteristics

11. Personal Data
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Questionnaires administered to superintendents were used to de-

ermine the practices used in Texas for selecting elementary school

'7
principals (Poteet, 1968). The result of that study was a quite

lengthy list 'of,characteristics in order of their frequency of mention.

While there was not a neat deal of variability in these frequencies,

it seems that personal qualitieg'-spch as honesty, loyalty, etc. were

mentioned most frequently. Both personal and professional qualities

filled the middle of the list, while background variables such as

political affiliation and religion were at the bottom of the list.

Based on his own research and his review of other studies, Poteet

concluded that (1) some teaching experience is required, but not

necessarily a lot, (2) "local tailoring" of selection criteria is

necessary and consistency between the philosophy of education of the

candidate and that of the district is essential, (3) leadership ability

is a critical factor and (4) it is quite important that considerable

information about the position and local conditions be given to the

candidates.

Based on a study of the administrator sel&tion criteria in dis-

tricts of all sizes in the Pacific Northwest, Miner (1967) concluded

64
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that criteria are determined by job performance criteria for the

position and by the kind of district. Thus, organizational climate

is a determining faftor in selection. Miner's study is further

evidence of the importancy of whats been called ".ocal tailoring"
ii

throughout this document. He stated that "selection should be

carried out primarily in terms of the value and reward structures

characterizing a given schopl district."

school adinistrators is still a human judgrgental process and that the

considering the criterion of leadership potential.

not differentiate among candidates.' He concluded that the selection of

m

ierl".4"."

different ways. Thu the distinction Lucio and McNeil made between

exception to the above statement acknowledged by the California report

l,

leadership traits and the effects of lealrship becomes important when

school principal;,this is"because successful administrators have differe

personality types and schools have different needs. The one possible

individuals would cause them to demonstrate their leadership skills in

%

of almost 6,000), Morphet and Schultz 1966) found strong support_for

ness f im individual measures isce0anced significantly by considerations

of the type of district in which an administrator works."

there are no foolproof predictors of successful performance as a

their hy othesis that "the predictabili y of administrative effective-

Ls the criterion of leadership potentia Of course, differences betwe n

Predictive Quality of Criteria

principals, other school staff membe ,*teachers and parents (a sample

Thyberg (1965) found various measures of interpersonal relations d d

A report qf the California State Legislature (1977) stated that

In an extensive study of school,bo rd meMbers, superintendents,

1
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judgement of competent trained administrators is the most reliable

method of evaluating candidates.

Another study was more successful at finding objectively measured

predictors of administrative success. James (1960):identified various

psychological measures which were significantly correlated with sores

1

on the Purdue Rating Scale for Administrators and Executives. These

measures were the Miller Analogies Test, the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey

Study of Values (Theoretical, Political and Economic scales), the

Minnesota Teat:her Attitude Inventory and the Edwards Personal Preference

Schedule (Autonomy, Exhibition, Affiliation, Intraception and Aggression

scales).

A study by Leverenz (1967) led to some results which the author

completely misinterpreted. He found the National Teachers Examination,

interview results and years teaching experience to be Phedictive of

whether candidates were selected or not, but not predictive of on-the-

job performance ratings. Leverenz concluded that administrative per-

formance ratings by superiors "may not discriminate between outstanding

and less successful on-the-job administrative performance!" In other
_.

words, he assumed he had good predictors, but a poor criterion of

success. Obviously, selection criteria should correlate with whether

I

or not individuals are selected. Leverenz's study revealed which selec-

tion criteria are relied upon the mbst in te selection process. The

tl

fa t that those factors did not correlate appreciably withrlater per-

f mance ratings should cause one to question the validity of those

s lection crlteria.

Based on his review of research on criteria for selecting elemen-

tary school principals, Newberry (1977) recommended the use of several

00



personal and professional criteria. The personal criteria were

intelliOnce, group skills, scholarship, matureAudgement, good

health and personal security. Professional selection criteria

included skills relating to human relations, administration,

decision-making, research, curriculum development and the change

process. Newberry also discussed what to look for in interviews

and various credentials as indicatbrs that candidates possess such

traits or skills. Irrelevant factors which are sometimes used or

overemphasized in selecting principals are participation in formal

education courses, extent of teaching experience (more than,ftur

or five years is unnecessary), length of previous administrative

experience, 49e, sex and marital status. A "news" item in Nation's

Schools (Anonymous, 1965) reported on a study of principal selection

criteria coriducted at Harvard. The conclusions reported in that

document and Newberry's conclusions were very consistent with one

another.

Summary and Recommendations

There is a great deal of similarity between thelliterature on

teacher selection and that pertaining to the selectlon of school

administrators. Many ofthe "issues" and findings re the same.

48

There is also no shortage of "how-to-do-it" literature from various

educators and educator groups (e.g., Seeley et al,11 1971; Settles and

Weller, 1977; Lewis, 1976a,b; American Association of School Adminis-

trators (AASA), 1967; Pensylvania State Depatimeni of Education, 1971).

Overview of the Research and Non-Research Literature

One of the consistent findings of researchers which is also one of

the continuing concerns of the non-research literature in the area of



administrator selection is the absence of established policies'

for tytematic selection prOcedures (Buckley, 1971; Lewis, 1976b;

AASA, 1967). McIntyre 0974) gives a fairly pessimistic view

of the status of selection practices which he claims have changed

little in the last ten years. He describes the shortcomings of

various procedures used for gathering information (interviews,

testing, etc.) and recommends improved interview techniques since

the personal interview is and probably willcontinue to be the

most important aspect of the selection process.

Wagstaff and Spillman (1974) claim that the process of

selecting a Principal is really one of self-selection. They

summarize the whole Process as follows: teachers aspire to be

administrators; they get themselves trained and certified; and

then they get the support of the central office. Several authors

and researchers have discussed the political aspect of the admin-

istrator selection process.

A comon ,reommendatimr-ththe literature calls for the active

recruiting and training of potential administrators (Buckley, 1971;

Bowles, 1968; Erickson and Shinn, 1977; McIntyre, 1974; AASA, 1967).

It does appear that districts take a little more initiative in

seeking out administrative talent than they do in Pursuing effec-

.tive teachers. Bowles (1968) stresses the impoOcance of recruit-

ing and training teachers with administrative aspirations continu-

ally, even when there are no vacant positions in the district.

Dunmire and Quigley (1970) and Lund (1977) make a stl'ong case

for the involvement of the conitituents of the future administrator

in the selection process. Thu% the use of committees like those

recommended-in-the-previous-chapter-would be-beneficie.--Several

49
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authors discuss the role consultants could play in administrator

selection (Hickcox and Scott, 1969; Settles and Weller, 1977;

Erickson and Shinn, 1977).

Another recurring recommendation based on both research and

common sense has to do with "local 'tailoring" of selection practices'

and criteria. Clearly, it is important to strive for'a match between

an administrator and local values, goals and specific requirements

of the job vacancy (Settles_atid Weller, 1977; Erickson and Shinn,

1977; Buckley, 1971). This seems tote such an obvious recommendation.

Why is it so often ignored? Business and industry seem to recognize

its importance and frequently expend cOhsiderable time and,effort

to fill job vacancies. The hiring of a business administrator is

an investment well worth extra effort'and expense. But so is the

hiringof a teacher or a school administrator! Finding a simple

hpproach and a particular set of criteria which work in any school

system for any position is an unrealistic expectation.

The debate over objectivity vs. subjectivity is also very evident

with respect to the selection of school administrators. Walters (1980)

describes fou.- well-known competency-based systems for objectively

measuring administrative competencieS. Although intended for in-

service use for prfessional improvement, these systems may have

some application in the selection process. McIntyre (1974) states

that ther\are too many exceptions to cling rigidly to test cut-

offs, but Objective measures still have greater predictive validity.

He would agree With a recommendation of the previous chapter calling

for increased obj 'vity in interview and interview-rating tech-

niques. Heller (1975)\ the other hand, discusses in considerable

detatl the-lupeiorttv of\ubiectivity over oblectivity in the

/
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selection of school superintendents. His, rationale is that after

initial screening, all the remaining candidates have'the necessary

qualifications. Furthermore, all "finalists" have the backing of

some prestigibps People within the system. Thus, "gut reactions"

and the subjective consideration of community factors and expecta-

tions become much more important. i
.

.

:-

Research on the quality of administrator selection criteria was

characterized by .the familiar problems ofhomogeneity of sample

subjects (due to the fact that they were only the "selected" candid-

i

ates), difficulties in measuring both predictors of succesi and
1

success, and conflicting results. Several conclusions presented
1

in the research and non-research literattire do appear to be well

I

founded. Clearly, there are many_districts which attach far too'

much significance to irrelevan factors - selection criteria which

have consistently been shown tg bear little or no relationship to
1

.1

successful on-the-job performane. Such critiria include sex, age,

marital statuS and length of te ching experience (beyond a feW

years). Academic Performance an credentialing aside, a most pro-

mising category of selection crit ria for administrator selection

is leadership potential and the va'ious related skills such as

group, communiCation and community elations skills in addition to

administrativei,technical skills.
I 1\

,

,

1

Thomas (1980) describes several characteristics of effective
;

leadership in educational administrato1 s. He suggests that a
,

\

leader is reSpurceful And has a variety \of Problem-solving strate-

gies from which to choose in different stuations. Leaders often

have a "cause" or an idea for change whic they pursue by working

i_... '
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with t e system not by combatting it. They are articulate, some-

times blunt, and they use more influence and less Power in the

decision-making p eis. They hold strongly to important principles

(e.g., equity, jus ice, etc.) but do not become obsessed with lesser

issues. Leaders have an uncanny knack for evaluating others and are

keenly aware of their own shortcomings which they can then make

allowances for: Thomas observes that there is no "best" experiential

base(e.g., coursework, training, previous job experience) which

produces an effective leader and agrees that factors such as age,

sex and ethnicity truly are irrelevant to leadership potential.

0ne criterion which may be of greater importance for adminis-

trators than for teachers is philosophy of education. While it

makes sense that new teachers should not be expected to have a

well-formulated philosophy of education, such ii not the case for

new administrators. A match between the valdes and philosophy of

an administrator and those of the district or community is essential.

While this consistency of values is important, it should not be

achieved at the expense of innovativeness. Stout (1973) makes a

strong_ case for the recruitment of innovative personnel and suggests

many specific characteristics to look for aS evidence of innovative-

ness. He also claims that this desired quality is unfortunately

the opposite of what is generally sought in Practice.

Lists of proposed selection criteria. intervi& questions and

techniques for evaluating particular criteria are readily available

(Dunmire and Quigley, 1970; Lewis, 1976b; Pennsylvania State Depart-

ment of Education, 1971: Sachs, 1966; and AASA, 1967).

Assessment centers represent a selection approach developed by

the- National-Associatton of Seconpary-School Prilelpalg (1ASSP).
;
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The primary technique used in this system is simulation; candid-
, '\

ates go through several assessment exercises and are observed Ny

6. trained assessors. NASSP trains assessors and provides assessment

center materials to interested school districts. This System was

originated by A.T. and T. for use in industry and met with consid-

erable success. Several articles describing the operation of and

the effectiveness of assessment centers have been written (Merino,

1973; Hersey, 1977; Moses, 1977; Jeswald, 1977;EMyers, 1977; Weybi.ight,

1977;,McKay and McCord, 1978).,

Recommendattons--____

As in the previous chapter, recommendations are imbeilded in the

.previous sections. To summarize the major ones here is unnecessary

because of the great consistency between the conclusions pertaining

to teacher and adminisrator selection practices. Each of the twelve

recommendations for teacher selection at the.end of Chapter I applies

equally as well to administrator selection. Where the procedures

differ is in regard to the specific criteria that apply. This

difference is not surprising considering the logical merit of tailor-

ing selection criteria to the specific job vacancy. While there

are many roles which administrators may fill, it'appears that leader-

ship skills and philosophies of education are generally tvgarded as

considerations which are especially important for selecting school

administrators of any type. Certainly candidates should be screened

on the basis of obvious prerequisites and credentials. Subsequent

selection criteria must be consistent with needs of the position

and valueg and priorities of the local school community.



CHAPTER III

EQUITY IN TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR SELECTION

Research on the use and quality of various selection procedures

and criteria for school personnel does not focus on women or minor-

ities specifically. Thus, the research-findings available on equity

in educational professions are primarily the statistics describing

the degree to which these groups OT underrepresented. There'is, of

course, a great deal of non-research literature giving possible explan-

ations for this inequity and recommending ways to 'red?ce it. The bulk

of the literature pertains to women, and almost all of the remaining

deals with blacks. Other minority groups and the handicapped are

virtually ignored.

The Status of Women and Minorities as Professional Educators

Several authors have reported statistics from the early 1970's

on the representation of women in educational occupations (Barnes,

1976; North Carolina State Department of Public Instrlction, 1975;

American Association of School Administrators, 1975; Frwing, 1976;

Schmuck, 1977). There\s considerable consistency in this informa-

tion which is best summarized in the list below of the approximate

percentages of various positions filled by women:

Position

pre-college teachers
principals .

district superintendents
assistant superintendents
state boards of education members

73

% Women

66

14-15 (19.6% elementary, 2.9%
junior high, 1.4% senior high)

.1-.5

5

20
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OE advisory committee members 28

secondary deans 12

advisors/coordinators 43

assistant principals 12

part-time assistants in
asst. principals' offices 45

high school department heads 37

While there may be approximately the same numbers of men and

_ --
women in education generally, within education men and women have

very different career patterns (Schmuck, 1976). Administrative

positions are dominated by men. Furthermore, this situation has

been worsening over the years (McIntyre, 1974). To make matters

worse, it seems that women are also shortchanged in regard to the

salaries they receive (Kane, 1960). Schmuck (1977) observed that

the ratio of female to male teachers declined between 1928 and 1968

and that the decline of the female-to-male ratio was even greater

in the administrative ranks. The American Association of School

Administrators (AASA, 1975) reported that the percentage of female

principals dropped from 55% in 1928 to 14% in 1973, and the per-

centage of female superintendents fell from 9% to 1% between 1950

and 1972. Yane (1976a) noted the decline in the percentages of

female teachers between 1940 and 1974 (89 to 84% at the elementary

level and 58 to 47% at the high school level).

In describing changes between 1968 and 1976, Lesser (1978) eX-

plained that when the number of administrators increased, the number

of male administrators increased more than the number of female ad-

ministrators, and when the overall number of administrators decreased,

the number of females decreased more than the number of males. Most

female increases were in personnel/support positions rather than in

16.1.
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decision-making/control positions in which the number of females

declined while the number of males increased.

Schmuck (1977) explained that within education, sex (and not

experience, age or training) is the best predictor of occupation.

Given that subjects are teachers, it is most likely that the women

are elementary teachers and the men are high school teachers. Pre-

dictions would be even more accurate for non-teaching professional

positions. A woman would most likely be a librarian or work.in

special education, and a man would most likely fill an administrative

or supervisory role.

Interestingly, ethnic/racial minority groups may be faring a

little better than women with respect to their representation in

professional education occupations (McIntyre, 1974). Barnes (1976)

explained that approximately one-fourth of the teachers and district-

level administrators/supervisors are minorities as are 17% of the

principals. Howb.er, a survey of teacher displacement (nonhiring,

dismissal and demotion) suggested that black representation in eleven

southern states was not improving ten years ago (Hooker, 1970). The

survey detected the increasing displacement of black professional

educators despite recent compliance with federal regulations designed

to have the opposite effect.

Explanations of Inequity

The problem of achieving equality of opportunity in education

is a very serious one which has led to a great deal of "corrective"

legislation at the federal and state levels (Pearson, 1975; Education

Commission of the States, 1975; North Carolina State Department of

Public,jnstruction, 1975). Despite these efforts, other factors are
_
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operating which hinder progress toward the goal of equal oppor-

tunity.

Much of thq literature points to sex role stereotyping, sex

role socialization and the myth of male superiority as causes

(Coursen, 1975; Muhich, 1974; Schmuch, 1975, 1976; Blanchard, 1976;

AASA, 1975; Kane, 1976a; Howard, 1975). One of the ways these

causes can lead to inequity is through discriminatory practices

of hiring officials. Although Stockard (1977) conducted a survey

showing that adults in Oregon generally approved of women adminis-

trators, Blanchard (1976) and Kane (1976a) claimed that discrimina-

tory practices and attitudes of Prejudice are the most significant

obstacles to true equality of opportunity. Kane also reminds us of

the male domination at the decision levels.

One indication of possible discriminatory practices is the fact

that women and minorities who do get hired as district superintendents

tend to have credentials superior to those of superintendents in general

(Paddock, 1978; Robinson, 1973; Doughty, 1977). Paddock rlported that

a higher percentage of female superintendents'have doctorates than male

superintendents. Robinson found that 415,', of black superintendents have

doctorates. This studv ait.o .showed that 73'; of blarA superintendents

were in districts with predominately black ent,-,i'ment and that half of

these superintendents felt they were hired because of political pre,ssure,

racial unrest and the possibility of getting increased funds. Thus, in

many cases, black administrators are put into districts already crippled

with problems.

Deneen et al (1971) and McIntyre (1974) remind administrators that

different groups show different Patterns of results on various objec-

7i;
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tive tests used in the selection process (e:g., Administration and

Supervision Test, Miller's Analogies Testy, They recognize that

objective measures can be quite useful, but warn that hiring

officials should be flexible with respect to specific measures

and "decision rules."

The above explanations of inequities place the blame on hiring

officials. One must keep in mind that sex role-socialization can

work in other ways. It seems that women generally have lesser admin-

istrative aspirations,than men"(Howard, 1975). In a study of 342

male and female teachers (both Oementary and secondary) in four

New England school districts (Dias, 1976), one finding was that the

percentage of females aspiring to be administratorsyai considerably

lower than that of males. (However, this difference was not as great

as sex differences in actual representation in administrative profes-

sions.) Neely and Schuley (1978) see inequity as a self-fulfilling

prophecy--women recognize the difficulty of getting into administra-

tive positions and therefore have lower aspirations.

Other authors have different interpretations of how the social-

ization process operates. Kalvelage (1978) rejects the possibility

of sex discrimination claiming that the real problem is that the

0

"bureaucratization of schools entailed a redefinition of the elementary

principal's role that clashed with the values and interests of most

women, then and now." Valverde (1974) offered an explanation for

the exclusion of minorities from administration. He explained that

"succession socialization is the established informal route to pro-

motion..." This is the "movement of an aspirant from candidate to

protege to administrator" via sponsorship. Minorities resist accul-

'7"-f
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_

.turation; they do not seek sponsorship and are therefore filtered

out; but not because of lack of competencies-.

One point which is quite clear in the literature is that wcAen

are not less qualified for administrative positions than men..

Blanchard (1976) cited research
actually showing women to be superior

to men with respect to responsiveness to community needs, communica-

tion skills, etc. Howard (1975) observed that research has not

found differences between the sexes with respect to leadership

ability. Cirincione-Coles (1975) and Mickish (1971) both summarized

a great deal of research which suggested that women make just as

good, if not better; principal's as men. It is true that, for what-

ever reasons, more men are credentialed as qualified administrators,

but even that difference is not as great as the difference in the

numbers of male and female administrators. (Barnes, 1976).

Recommendations

As one might expect, there are many "how-to-do-it" documents for

establishing equal opportunity in educational professions. Such

documents have been produced by various groups and individuals ex-

emplified below:

Special Interest Groups: National Council of Administrative

Women in Education (1977), Citizens Advi'sory Council on

the Status of Women (1972).

Projects for Promoting Equity: Sex Equity in Educational

Leadership (Center for Educational Policy and Management,
1977; KeMpner et al 1978), Career Women in Education

(TimpanoAnd Knight, 1976).

Professional Educator Groups: American Association of School

Administrators (1975), Michigan Association of S4::nl Ad-

ministrators (1973).
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State Departments of Education: New Jersey State Department

of Education (1976), North Carolina State Department of

Public Instruction (1975), Oregon State Department of

Education (1977), Washington Office nf the State Super-

intendent of Public Instruction (1974N"-.

Indiyidual EduCators: Cirincione-Coles (1975), Coursen (1975),

Dale (1974), Lewis (1976b), Plain (1972), Sommerville (1975):

- \

A detailed description of the recommendations of th se groups is

unnecessary because they are strikingly consistent and ob ious. A

common general recommendation is that every district should establish

an affirmdtive action plan. of course such a plan would be a part of

any teacher/administrator selection policy recommended in the previous

chapters. gcloser examination of the suggestions offered by thu

various groups shows that there should be,two major components of

an effective affirmative action plan--recognitiortof the problem and

corre,..tive action. Certainly, recognizing the problem could best be

accomplished by constantly monitoring the m.;ke-up of the work force

in the school system in order to determine the degree to which various

groups are represented. If increased representation of a particular

group is desired, the solution is obvious, and merely calls for the

commitment of hiring'officials to the active recruiting of members

of the slighted group. Contact with training insitutions'and a

little detective work(could be mast helpful. .Lewis (1976b) and

Sommerville (1975) name several referral agencies,Which can be used

as sources for lokating qualified women and minorities for adminis-

trative positions.

A great deal of research has been conducted on various aspects

, of equal opportunity in education. Such research has led to some

interesting findings related to various causal factors such as sex

II
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role socialization and stereotYping. However, research has also

shown Lhat the most promising strategies for dealing with problems

of inequity are direct, "head-one arproaches (Kahl, 1979). Socio-

cultural factors are not very open to direct intervention. Inter-

estingly, however, by directly encouraging more women or minorities

to enter fields which have been traditionally dominated by white

males, female/minority role models,may increase in number and role
..,

stereotyping may be diminished over time. Thus,the solution to

inequities in education-related profesSions is the obvious one de-

scribed in most of the literature--make a concerted effort to

\ dctively recruit women and minorities when they are not represented
4 r

\to the degree they should be in a particular district.
\

\

I

_
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